Executive Committee
01st May 2019,
HE The President of Sri Lanka
Hon. Prime Minister of Sri Lanka
Hon Opposition Leader of Sri Lanka
Speaker of the Parliament of Sri Lanka

Dear Hon. Sirs,

Revamp National Security and restore Peace, Law and Order in Sri Lanka
We, the Global Sri Lankan Forum- Executive Committee, GSLF-Ex. Comm. would
like to share the sorrow and sympathy with all Sri Lankans at this fateful hour in our
Motherland. It is unfortunate that we, as a nation could not save the innocent lives of
our fellow Sri Lankans and foreigners who were victims of the carnage.
The Global Sri Lankan Forum – Executive Committee had highlighted to the top

senior members of the Sri Lankan administration about the looming extremism
coupled with separatism of the LTTE Tamil terrorism at our meetings with some of
you and by the correspondence we exchanged. We believe too much emphasize that
had been given to the so called “reconciliation” over the national security and too
much favors had been extended to the minority politicians for the sake of six
parliament votes which had to be re- paid by the high price of 300 lives.
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Further to foregoing and appreciating the action taken to the ban two extremist
organizations, and burka the GSLF- Executive Committee strongly request following
very important suggestion to be implemented by Sri Lankan government with
immediate effect:

1. Unconditionally release all the military and intelligence officers who were
taken into custody to satisfy pro-LTTE terrorist TNA, Tamil diaspora and so
called International community,
2. Ban following media and websites that influences terrorism, racism and
extremism.
a. https://www.tamilnet.com/
b. Peace TV
c. Any other to be found out by intelligence services.

3. Prohibit following organizations and classify them as terrorist organizations.
a. ACTJ – All Ceylon Thowheedh Jamaath
b. SLTJ - Sri Lanka Thowheedh Jamaath
c. CTJ - Ceylon Thowheedh Jamaath
d. IRO – Islamic Research Organization
e. JAMATHE MUSLIMEEN and similar extremist organizations
f . Dhaula Islamia

4. All madrasas should be registered under Ministry of Education and syllabus
should be governed, closely monitored and controlled by ministry.
5. Stop the proposed sharia university in East of Sri Lanka and convert it to a
National university. In future such religious universities if allowed to function
would breed radicalized youth and extremism under the cloak of education.
6. Bring all international private schools under the supervision of Ministry of
Education with strict control over the syllabuses and standards.
7. Establish new military camps and necessary intelligence network in the
concerned areas where extremist risks have been identified.
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8. Ensure proper investigation and impose maximum punishment on ex Defense secretary, IGP and other related officers for working irresponsibly
and ensuring public security. This will send out the message that the
government officers should always act responsibly on their and the neglect of
duty will lead to serious consequences.
9. Deport all foreign refugees who are presently in Sri Lanka from other
countries as soon as possible.
10. Ban any form of Wahabi teachings, education, other activities and enact new
laws to curb such extremism.
11. Ensure protection to historical Buddhist sites, specifically in the North and
the East.
12. Prohibit Sharia Law and related institutions, courts etc. Impose one law to the
whole country.
13. Immediately
commence
criminal
investigation
against
Muslim
Parliamentarians who help to propagate extremism and terrorism in Sri
Lanka.
14. Enact laws to monitor all inflow of financial grants to all religious institutions.
15. Immediately reveal the contents of the MCC agreement which was signed in
the aftermath of the terrorist attacks and for which USD 480million was
received.
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We, GSLF-Executive Committee. Would like to strongly emphasize that government
should have close coordination with the opposition of the parliament to restore the national
security of our motherland to the highest level which was in in pre- January 2015.

Thanking You,

The Global Sri Lankan Forum – Executive Committee

Yasas Dharmadasa
Hon. Secretary for Ex. Comm.

Eric Makawitage
President, GSLF- Switzerland

Senaka Rajapakse
President, GSLF- Poland

Harsha Perera
President, GSLF- Australia

Lalith Premalal
President, GSLF- Ireland

Prasanga Jayamanna
President, GSLF- United Kingdom

Nuwan Ballantudawa
Resident Coordinator – Sri Lanka

Jagath Chandrawansa
President, GSLF- Russia
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